
Determining the Determining the pittingspittings resistance and resistance and 

bending strength of spur, helical and bending strength of spur, helical and 

herringbone gear teeth. Cylindrical gear herringbone gear teeth. Cylindrical gear 

of involvement circular.of involvement circular.
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_pablomolezini.Resistance



Calculating the geometric factor for pittings I and

J to bending.

Enter the data set as the image on the left and

press the "Factor I" button after calculating the

factor I "J factor" button will appear.

Press "J factor" button to calculate and appear

the "Continue >>" button to sequence the

program.
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List addendum



This screen shows how the program got to the geometric pittings and

bending factors, if necessary change press the "<< Back" button otherwise

press "Continue >>" button.

The greater the greater is the resistance values of the set.

To ensure best geometric factors acquires construction program available on

PlayStore.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_pablomolezini.Construction
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The program saves the data entered from the

last calculation to begin a new press "Start the

calculation.“

Factor pinion alignment "cpm“

Press the "?" To see the figure.

Grade material

Press the button to see the list.

1 - No test and origin. 

2 - With destructive and 

nondestructive testing. 

3 - Only for heat treatment for 
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Thickness of ring

Button "?" Suggests the minimum optimum

thickness.

Press the "?" To see the figure.

3 - Only for heat treatment for 

hardening.

Type of heat treatment

The surface hardness of 

the tooth HB



Box System

Helix of type

Type of adjustment

Maximum surface roughness in microns

drive teeth (µm)
RPM revolutions per minute
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drive teeth (µm)
RPM revolutions per minute

Enter the amount of

revolutions of the pinion or

crown press button to set the

rotation of the whole



Quality level DIN 6-12

equivalence DIN x AGMA
DIN =       6         7        8       9      10      11      12

AGMA = 12      11      10      9       8         7        6

Life time

Enter the value in years, we

recommend 15 to 20 years
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recommend 15 to 20 years

Contact number around

Pinion working triggering two gears at

the same time number of contacts

around = 2

Application factor "Ka“

Press the "?" Button to view the tableMaximum roughness on the

tooth surface in microns unit (mM)

Press the "Check data" to verify that

above all values were filled and save.

After the verification of the

data the "Continue >>" button

appears press to generate list of

calculations.



Resistance power set
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